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TRIPLE-KILL
for SMU SAILING
THE

Club broke a new record at the SSF Awards
night on the 6th of April with us being crowned as the
Club of the Year and thus receiving our third trophy
this year!! If you have forgotten, we were the chosen
Team of the Year at the Sports Awards Night earlier in
January, and was also similarly crowned at the 2013
University Student Life Awards.

This Triple-kill was greatly the 8th Exco’s efforts in the
past year, with each one of them doing an exceedingly
wonderful job in their respective roles. We would also
like to thank Andrew, OSL and SSU for all their help
in bringing the club this far, and we will definitely
strive for more next year! Kudos to OSL for the well
executed and amusing performance at the USL
Awards night as well!
As for sailing individuals, we would like to
congratulate Calvin (Excellence award – Individual),
Alexi, Joy, Gwen, Samantha, Eric, Samuel Yarh Meh,
Terena, Wei Chong, Mok, Justin, Camelia for winning
prestigious awards at the USL Awards night as well!
You have done everyone proud J!
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THAILAND MATCH-RACE

TEAM ZIJIE
By PeiQuan

PERHAPS

you have heard of it, maybe
even caught a glimpse of the photos, but true
enough; the magic dragon was slain in the
cruelest of manners over the weekend when the
Thailand Match Race occurred.

With 10 teams and an entire series to be
completed within a day, it was near
impossible to complete the round robin,
hence the group was split in to 2. Thankfully,
Team Zijie managed to avoid sailing against
the top two teams at the event and had a
good chance to warm up their boat handling
and sailing manoeveurs. With the choppy
conditions and oscillating winds of between
12 to 18 knots, the team eventually managed
to secure 3 wins to tie at the top of the group.
However, to prevent over exertion in lieu of
the Grade 3 event over the next 2 days, the
team meticulously planned the wins and
losses such that they got eliminated from the
finals due to count-back.

Over the last 3 days of recess week, Team Zijie,
consisting of Chris, Fidelis, Andrea, PQ and
Terena was spotted in Royal Varuna Yatch
Club, Pattaya. On Friday, these unemployed
bunch of fellas (less Andrea) were to compete
in the warm-up Grade 5 match race event
featuring the most impressive line-up of match
racers ever seen in the region (only
overshadowed by the Monsoon Cup). The
world-class skippers included World no. 2
Bjorn Hansen(SWE), No. 25 Mati Sepp (EST)
and No.35 Sergey Musikhin(RUS), and also The top 2 teams from the 2 groups went
other up and coming skippers from THA, HKG, straight into the finals and petit finals with
Gunwoo Park (KOR) beating Morten
FRA, FIN, KOR and SIN.
Jakobsen(THA) and Bjorn Hansen(SWE)
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beating Sergey Musikhin(RUS) respectively.
For the full results matrix for the grade 5
event, please go to
http://varuna.org/race-results-match-racethailand-drade-5-final/
It could be that some steamboat buffet
dinner did the trick overnight, because Team
Zijie was somehow chosen to ride on Magic
Dragon the next day, only to witness the
horrific first blood drawn by the Fireball
Ying.
An ambitious 10-team round-robin (23
flights with 4 boats) went underway for day 1
of the Matchrace Thailand Grade 3 event and
all was well until the dramatic pre-start
between Team Sepp and Team Zijie, onboard
the Fireball Ying and Magic Dragon
respectively, the skippers started circling
their dragons agressively and the merciless
Estonians aimed a curling fireball at the
chest of the Magic Dragon. Caught totally
unaware, the Magic dragon suffered 3
broken ribs but the race carried on with a
penalty meted out on the Russians. The line
honours went to the Estonians but they not
only lost their winning point, but got 35000
baht deducted from their damage deposit.

A lot of duct tape later, the flights carried on
until the last of daylight and team Zijie was
summoned onto the battlefield at 6pm to
face it off with the World no. 2. With
tremendous anxiety but almost zero
pressure to win the race, the team followed
the Swede off the start line and engaged in a
fruitless tacking duel on the first upwind
leg. Trailing by 3 boat lengths rounding the
top mark, Team Zijie heeded advice from
their Singaporean comrades RK Racing to
perform a gybe set. They went on to sail the
downwind leg riding the swift current
without the pole to close in on Hansen’s
lead. And who’d ever guess that the world
no. 2 would do a ****-up around the bottom
mark! (Oh right, he did not have his
professional team on board) Capitalising on
it, Chris steered into an inside lane and the
team sailed as though they were high on
weed, holding on to beat the World no. 2!
On day 2, the flights were messed up due to
the departure requirements of some
skippers. Somehow, world ranking was used
to determine the order of flight scheduling
and Chris was soon pitted against Jon
Eriksson (FIN) in a match overlooked by a
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hideously black skies. Jon cruised off the start
line on Magic Dragon with a comfortable gap
ahead of Team Zijie on Fireball Ying and the
rain came buffeting down soon after. Visibility
was immediately reduced to 30m at max with
sporadic gusts and little did we expect Ying to
catch up with the opponents at the first
crossing. Magic Dragon, on port, performed a
massive dip to narrowly avoid the tail of Ying
but unfortunately the rigs caught each other.
In the seemingly endless seconds that
followed, the team on Ying experienced
massive broaching while witnessing the
horrific breaking of Magic Dragon’s mast into
3 parts. With Ying’s mast set to break anytime
too, Jon’s bowman ran back with a wire saw to
salvage the situation by splitting their backstay
and letting the rigs free.
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Unfortunately, duct tape wasn’t enough to fix
masts, and the round robin further
jeopardized with only 2 available boats. With
another meaner and angrier storm looming
over the skies, Team Zijie hopped on the boat
ready to serve some revenge against the
Russians, only to be sent on an hour long
boat delivery back to OMYC.
That was it. No further racing. Not even a
results matrix. Somehow when the team
returned from OMYC back at Varuna, they
were surprised to be awarded the third place
behind Team Hansen and RK Racing. How
the results were concluded, nobody knew.
Except that the weekend was rounded up by
the defeat of a world no. 2, plus a whole lot of
destruction and unfortunate events.
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Singapore Youth
Olympic Festival
on the SB20s	


By Vince Tan

REMEMBER what you were doing on the 2nd and 3rd of march? Well, I did, sort of.
During that weekend of the Singapore Youth Olympic Festival (SYOF), team SMU Sailing sent
3 boats to compete in the highly competitive category that was the SB20s. One might ask,
hey isn't the Youth Olympic festival for youths? Isn't there a minimum age for this PG event?
Well aren't you a detective. Reality was, the average age of a sailor in SMU was above 21 (I
think). Owing to the lack of supply, two fresher-than-freshmen "members" were pulled in to
help us conquer the SB20s category. You can spot them in the photos!
Except for the SB20 category, the dingy, windsurfing and 420s categories were all fielded by
participants’ aged very young to young (I'm not really sure because I didn't ask, for fear of
being judged as a paedophile). With the words SMU SAILING clearly etched across our shirts,
the extra effort to mind our Ps and Qs was clearly visible in front of all the other
participants. Not that we don't mind our manners during post-race parties after Regattas but
for SYOF in particular, restraint and temperance were exercised in front of such an
impressionable audience. Which means to say even (audible) swear words or anything
remotely sexual in nature were strictly out of bounds. One can only imagine the amount of
self-control we had to employ to restrain ourselves.
You might have noticed that I have yet to mention our competitors yet.. that's because there
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were none. Maybe they didn't think they were
good enough, or maybe we scared them off but
in a weird yet cruel way, the 3 SMU boats
competed amongst ourselves for the top 3
positions. Light winds made for
intense competition with every boat desperately
looking out for gust patches to squeeze every
ounce of wind from its sails. Skipper Collin
emerged the clear victor over the course of 8
races, only to disgrace himself (his personal
words) by stalling at the start line and barely
making the finish for the final race.
Also registered under his name is the repair fee
for a spinnaker torn so badly that it looks like
shredded tissue paper (I wonder who the bow/
pit/jib trimmer was). As for his counterpart
who was Skipper Clement (who coincidentally
happens to share the same surname and
parents as Collin and Calvin), his daring
gambles to tack to the other side of the course
were more often than not poorly rewarded. He
earned the moniker Mr-I-thought-it-wasfriendly-competition, when he and his crew got
unceremoniously and unexpectedly luffed at the
start line. In a separate instance, post-race, the
jury even approached him to inform him that he
could have protested after being on
the receiving end of an unfair collision, to which
he responded, "I know, but never mind la." And
you know what they say about nice guys..
Finishing off second place was the boat helmed
by Lionel Low. There was this once where the
spinnaker was dropped a tad too late, and the
boat nearly went straight into the wall that
contained the Marina Bay. It was almost as if
the crew wanted get up close to say good
afternoon to a passer-by standing at the railings
of the F1 pit building and put up a display of a
spinnaker flapping out of control. Thankfully
the boat, the spin and the crew got out in one
piece.
All of us emerged slightly tanner but undeniably
more experienced over the course of that
weekend. Oh, did I forget to mention that we
were all winners? Congratulations to all sailors
for a job well done!
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